We use the equivariant Yang-Mills moduli space to investigate the relation between the singular set, isotropy representations at fixed points, and permutation modules realized by the induced action on homology for smooth group actions on certain 4-manifolds.
Introduction
We are interested in a kind of "rigidity" for finite group actions on certain smooth 4-manifolds, namely those constructed by connected sums of geometric pieces such as algebraic surfaces. We can ask how closely a smooth, orientationpreserving, finite group action on such a connected sum resembles a equivariant connected sum of algebraic actions on the individual factors.
Following [12] , we consider this question for the simplest case, where
is the connected sum of n copies of the complex projective plane. In that paper we restricted ourselves to actions which induced the identity on the homology of X , but here we remove this assumption. Since the intersection form of X is the standard definite form Q X = 1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ 1 , we note that its automorphism group is given by an extension 1 → {±1} n → Aut(H 2 (X; Z), Q X ) → Σ n → 1 where Σ n denotes the group of permutations of n elements. Therefore, if a finite group π of odd order acts smoothly on X , then H 2 (X; Z) is the direct sum of permutation modules of the form Z[π/π α ], for various stabilizer subgroups π α ⊆ π .
Remark Our results (like those of [12] ) actually hold for any smooth, closed, simply-connected 4-manifold with positive definite intersection form. This is basically due to the result of S Donaldson [3] , that any such 4-manifold X has the standard positive definite intersection form, and hence is homotopy equivalent to # n 1 CP 2 for some n ≥ 0. With this information, it is easy to see that the arguments go through without essential changes.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that π = C m is a finite cyclic group of odd order m, acting smoothly on X = # n 1 CP 2 . We obtain many examples of such smooth actions by starting with linear actions of π on CP 2 . These are just the cyclic subgroups of the algebraic automorphism group P GL 3 (C), given by sending a generator
is a primitive m th root of unity, and a, b are integers such that the greatest common divisor (a, b, m) = 1. In this case, π acts by the identity on homology, and the singular set always contains the three fixed points [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], and [0, 0, 1]. In addition, there can be up to three invariant 2-spheres with various isotropy subgroups, depending on the values of a and b. For example, if (a, b) = (10, 3) and m = 105, then the action has 5 orbit types (the maximal number for CP 2 ). The tangential representations at the three π -fixed points are given by the rotation numbers Examples of smooth π -actions on a connected sum X = # n 1 CP 2 with more isotropy groups and various permutation actions on homology are constructed by a tree of equivariant connected sums, where we connect either at fixed points of two linear actions or along an orbit of singular points. In order to preserve orientation, the rotation numbers at the attaching points must be of the form (a, b) and (a, −b). By this means, we can obtain a large supply of model actions, for which one should be able to work out the relation between (A), (B) and (C).
What can one say about a general smooth action (X, π) ? It is not hard to verify that the singular set consists of a configuration of isolated points and 2-spheres, as in the linear models (see [6] ). The main result of [16] generalizes [12, Theorem C] :
Theorem A Let X be a smooth, closed, simply-connected 4-manifold with a positive definite intersection form. Let π be a cyclic group of odd order, acting smoothly on on X . Then there exists an equivariant connected sum of linear actions on CP 2 with the same isotropy structure, singular set and rotation numbers, and the same permutation action on H 2 (X; Z) as for the given action (X, π). This result is proved by using the symmetries of the equivariant Yang-Mills moduli space [11] to produce a stratified equivariant cobordism between (X, π) and a connected sum of linear actions, relating the invariants (A), (B) and (C).
The following result of [16] holds for smooth, but not for topological actions, by an example of A Edmonds [7] .
Theorem B Let (X, π) be a smooth action as above, with discrete singular set. Then the action (X, π) is semi-free.
In principle, it should now be possible to say exactly which permutation modules can be realized by smooth actions on # n 1 CP 2 just by studying the equivariant connected sums. We will show that not all modules are realizable: for example if π = C p k for k ≥ 3, then the module Z[C p ] ⊕ Z[C p i ], 2 ≤ i < k , is not realizable by any smooth π -action on # n 1 CP 2 . However, we have the following "stable" realization result. We say that two subgroups π 1 and π 2 of π are disjoint if π 1 ∩ π 2 = {1}.
Theorem C Let S denote a set of subgroups of π = C m containing at most two maximal elements (under inclusion of subgroups). If S has two maximal elements, suppose that they are disjoint. Then there exists an integer N = N (S) ≤ m such that any permutation module {Z[π/π α ] kα : π α ∈ S} is realizable by a smooth π -action on some # n 1 CP 2 , provided that the multiplicity k α > N for each of the maximal stabilizer subgroups.
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The linear models
We investigate the orbit structure and possible permutation actions that can arise on an equivariant connected sum of linear π -actions on CP 2 . Let (X, π) denote such a connected sum (always assuming that X is simply-connected), and fix a generator t for the cyclic group π = C m of odd order m.
(1.A) Linear actions on CP 2
We have already pointed out that a linear π -action on CP 2 (in standard form) has three fixed points p 1 = [1, 0, 0], p 2 = [0, 1, 0], and p 3 = [0, 0, 1]. At these points, the tangential isotropy representations are described by the rotation numbers (a, b), (−a, b − a) and (−b, a − b), considered as pairs of integers mod m. For example, (a, b) stands for the linear π representation C(ζ a ) ⊕ C(ζ b ). The condition for an effective action of π on CP 2 is just that the greatest common divisor (a, b, m) = 1. Up to oriented equivalence, we can't distinguish the representations (a, b) from (b, a) or (−a, −b) so these pairs of rotation numbers are all identified. It will be convenient to use the notation CP 2 (a, b; m) for this linear action, or just CP 2 (a, b) if the cyclic group is understood.
Next we observe that the standard linear actions on CP 2 always have at least three invariant complex lines (topologically 2-spheres), namely the spans S 1 = [p 2 , p 3 ], S 2 = [p 1 , p 3 ] and S 3 = [p 1 , p 2 ]. These invariant 2-spheres are contained in the fixed sets of the subgroups of order m 1 = (a − b, m), m 2 = (b, m) and m 3 = (a, m) respectively. Notice that the orders m 1 , m 2 and m 3 are all coprime, so that distinct 2-spheres in the singular set of (CP 2 , π) are fixed by distinct subgroups of π , which intersect only in the identity element. Any three divisors of m can be obtained this way by appropriate choice of the rotation numbers, so we can obtain actions with up to five distinct orbit types. Apart from the fixed points and free orbits, the other three isotropy subgroups may be chosen arbitrarily, subject only to the condition that any two intersect in the identity. In the special case when m = p k for some prime p, the divisibility condition implies that there are at most three distinct orbit types. For any CP 2 (a, b) the fixed set of each subgroup of π consists either of (i) three isolated points (p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 ), or (ii) one isolated point and a disjoint 2-sphere (one of the pairs p i , S i ).
(1.B) Linear actions on S 4
We take S 4 as the unit sphere in R 5 = R ⊕ C ⊕ C and write the action of our generator in standard diagonal form:
as a matrix in SO (5) . The action is again effective if and only if (a, b, m) = 1. We will use the notation S 4 (a, b; m) for this action.
For these actions on S 4 , we always have two fixed points p 1 = (1, 0, 0) and p 2 (−1, 0, 0) with the rotation numbers (a, b) and (a, −b). In addition, the unit 3-sphere S 3 ⊂ 0 ⊕ C ⊕ C always has two π -invariant circles from the two complex factors, so we get two invariant 2-spheres in the action. These are
, which are just the fixed sets of the subgroups of order m 1 = (a, m) and m 2 = (b, m). Again these two isotropy subgroups intersect only in the identity, and we can obtain up to four orbit types in general. If m = p k for some prime p, then three orbit types is the maximum possible. For any S 4 (a, b) the fixed set of each subgroup of π consists either of (i) two isolated points (p 1 and p 2 ), or (ii) a 2-sphere (either S 1 or S 2 ).
One common feature of these two linear models can be seen in any smooth action on a connected sum.
Theorem 1.1 If a cyclic group π of odd order acts smoothly on a closed, smooth simply-connected 4-manifold X with positive definite intersection form, then the fixed point set Fix(X, π ) for any non-trivial subgroup π ⊂ π is a union of isolated points and 2-spheres.
Proof Since X # n 1 CP 2 for some n ≥ 0, it follows that there is a standard basis {e 1 , . . . , e n } for H 2 (X; Z) on which π acts by permutations. Let π = 1 be a non-trivial subgroup of π , and let C p ⊆ π be a subgroup of odd prime order p. Since the action is orientation-preserving, Fix(X, C p ) is a disjoint union of isolated points and oriented surfaces. Since π and therefore the subgroup C p acts by permutations, the decomposition of H 2 (X; Z) as a Z[C p ]-module has no summands of cyclotomic type (see [6, Proposition 1.1] for this terminology). Therefore, by [6, Proposition 2.4] the fixed set has zero first homology, and the result follows.
(1.C) Equivariant connected sums
To define the equivariant connected sum of two smooth 4-dimensional π -manifolds (X, π) and (Y, π), we select fixed points, x ∈ X and y ∈ Y with rotation numbers of the form (a, b) on T x X and (a, −b) on T y Y . This just means that the tangent representations are equivalent by an orientation-reversing isomorphism. We now construct as usual the connected sum by removing small π -invariant disks centered at the fixed points, and equivariantly identifying concentric annuli around x and y via the exponential map. Then X # Y becomes a smooth π -manifold in the standard way.
More generally, if (Y, π ) is a smooth π -action, for some subgroup π ⊆ π , we will describe the connected sum of (X, π) with (Z, π) = (π× π Y ) along an orbit of π -fixed points. Select a point x ∈ X (π ) := {x ∈ X | π x = π }, and a point y ∈ Fix(Y, π ) whose rotation numbers (mod |π |) agree with those of x up to orientation-reversal as above. Then we perform the connected sum operation π/π -equivariantly, matching the points of the orbit of x in X with the orbit π/π × {y}. The resulting smooth π -manifold is denoted X # (π × π Y ).
We will refer to either of these operations as the equivariant connected sum. The first is just a special case of the second when π = π . Notice that when x ∈ X lies on a 2-sphere fixed by π , then the rotation numbers at x have the form (a, 0) mod |π |. The orientation-reversing matching condition implies that the rotation numbers at y ∈ Y equal (−a, 0) ≡ (a, 0) mod |π |, so the point y lies on a fixed 2-sphere in Y .
Since the π -rotation numbers are constant along connected components of πfixed sets, we have some choice in selecting the points at which to perform the connected sum.
Lemma 1.2
The π -diffeomorphism type of the equivariant connected sum X # (π × π Y ) is independent of the choices of x and y within connected components of X (π ) and Fix(Y, π ).
Proof This follows from an equivariant version of the isotopy extension theorem (see [2, VI.3] ).
Remark 1.3
In an equivariant connected sum of linear actions on CP 2 (or S 4 ), the points of π/π × {x} and π/π × {y} in the construction described above will be called connecting points. If one connects up copies of (CP 2 , π) using only π -fixed connecting points, the induced action on the homology of the connected sum obtained is trivial. Otherwise there exists at least one nontrivial permutation module Z[π/π ] in the homology of the connected sum. Definition 1.4 Let π ⊆ π be a subgroup of order m | m. We say that the linear actions X = CP 2 (a, b; m) and Y = CP 2 (a , b ; m ) have a pair of matching π -fixed components if there exists components C 1 ⊂ X (π ) and C 2 ⊂ Fix(Y, π ) whose rotation numbers on T x X at x ∈ C 1 and on T y Y at y ∈ C 2 agree (mod |m |) after an orientation-reversing equivalence.
(1.D) Trees, roots and branches
We are going to associate a weighted tree to each equivariant connected sum of linear actions on CP 2 . Given a positive odd integer m = |π| and a positive integer n, we will consider π -equivariant trees T with n (type I), or n + 1 vertices (type II), having the following properties (see [15, Section 2] ):
(i) The vertices and edges of T are permuted by the π -action, preserving the incidence relation.
(ii) There is a π -fixed vertex called the root vertex for the tree. We number the vertices V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } (type I) or V = {v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n } (type II) so that the vertex v 1 (respectively v 0 in type II) is the root vertex.
(iii) For a type II tree, the root vertex v 0 is the unique π -fixed vertex.
(iv) There is a π -invariant partial ordering on the vertex set
, and the root is the unique minimal element in this partial ordering.
(v) The edge set E is π -invariantly directed so that for each e ∈ E , the initial and terminal vertices v i = ∂ 0 e and v j = ∂ 1 e satisfy v i < v j .
We are going to think of the vertices {v 1 , . . . , v n } of T as representing standard linear actions CP 2 (a i , b i ; m i ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The root vertex v 1 of a type I tree will have m 1 = m. For the type II trees, the root vertex v 0 will be of the form S 4 (a 0 , b 0 ; m 0 ), with m 0 = m. We will translate from divisors of m to subgroups by letting π i denote the subgroup of order m i . This discussion should motivate the following definition.
Definition 1.5 An admissible, weighted tree (T, π) is a π -equivariant, partially-ordered, directed tree with the properties listed above, and in addition:
where m i is a divisor of m, and a i , b i are a pair of integers whose common divisor (a i , b i , m i ) = 1.
(iii) The weights of v i are the same as those of g · v i , for all g ∈ π .
(iv) If v i = ∂ 0 e and v j = ∂ 1 e for some edge e ∈ E , then the linear actions CP 2 (a i , b i ; m i ) and CP 2 (a j , b j ; m j ) have a pair of matching π j -fixed components
We use the same equivalence relation on the weights as for rotation numbers. In other words, in the triple (a i , b i ; m i ) the pair (a i , b i ) is well-defined only
Let R denote the collection of weights for the vertices of (T, π), and let T = (T, π, R) denote an admissible weighted tree as defined above. There is an obvious notion of equivalence between weighted trees T and T , involving a bijection of vertex sets and edge sets which is compatible with the π -action, incidence relations, and the weights. The ordering structure is useful internally for describing the construction of equivariant connected sums from this data, but one could attach the various CP 2 's is many different orders.
Lemma 1.6 Given an admissible, weighted tree T, the set T 0 of π -fixed vertices and edges is an admissible, weighted subtree T 0 ⊆ T.
Proof In particular, we are asserting that T 0 is connected, and of course it contains the root vertex by definition. The proof is immediate from the partial ordering property: any π -fixed vertex v i is connected to the root vertex by a path of edges. It follows that m j = m for any intermediate vertex on the path, so the path lies in T 0 .
We will call this π -invariant subtree the homologically trivial subtree of T, since it gives rise to a homologically trivial action. Notice that the complement T \ T 0 is a disjoint union of π -orbits of admissible, weighted trees for various subgroups π ⊂ π . We call these the branches in T 0 . For each branch, we can repeat the process to find the homologically trivial π -subtree of the branch. This gives a canonical way to decompose the tree into simpler pieces. Theorem 1.7 Given an admissible, weighted tree T, there is an equivariant connected sum of linear actions (X(T), π) such that X(T) = # n 1 CP 2 , up to diffeomorphism. Conversely, given an equivariant connected sum (X, π) of linear actions with X = # n 1 CP 2 , there is an admissible, weighted tree T such that (X(T), π) = (X, π). Two trees T and T give π -equivariantly diffeomorphic actions if and only if they are equivalent.
Proof Given an admissible, weighted tree T we can construct an action on # n 1 CP 2 , using the data given by the weights. We call these (X(T), π) tree manifolds. The last condition on edges allows us to connect the vertex v i = CP 2 (a i , b i ; m i ) to v j = CP 2 (a j , b j ; m j ) by equivariant connected sum. To see that equivalent trees give rise to equivariantly diffeomorphic actions, we start with the homologically trivial subtree T 0 . By the "matching" condition on edges, we see that the weights at every vertex in T 0 are determined by the weights at any single vertex. This is because we are taking the connected sum at π -fixed points, whose rotation numbers within each CP 2 (a, b; m) are in the set (a, b), (−a, b − a), and (−b, a − b). In forming the equivariant connected sum we pick one of these, say (a, b) and attach CP 2 (a, −b; m). Since T 0 is connected, we determine all the rotation numbers in T 0 by this process.
Conversely, suppose that (X, π) is an equivariant connected sum of actions on # n 1 CP 2 . We will argue by induction on n, where the case n = 1 is clear. We could also encounter the case n = 0, which is just S 4 (a, b; m). By construction, there exists a π -orbit {g · e | g ∈ π} in H 2 (X; Z), where e ∈ H 2 (X; Z) is represented by some CP 1 ⊂ CP 2 used in the equivariant connected sum operation. This factor is π -invariant, where π ⊂ π is the stabilizer of e. We may choose π a minimal element among the set of isotropy subgroups. Let (X 0 , π) be the result of removing a π -orbit of a π -equivariant tubular neighbourhood ν(CP 1 ⊂ CP 2 ) from X , and then gluing in a π -orbit of π -invariant 4-disks. We obtain (X 0 , π), which by induction is a disjoint union of tree-manifolds and (Y, π) = π × π CP 2 (a , b ; m ). Since (X, π) = (X 0 , π) # (Y, π), it remains to see that the connecting points π/π × {x} in X 0 may be π -equivariantly isotoped into one of the tree factors. But this is clear, since Fix(X 0 , π ) is a disjoint union of isolated point and 2-spheres. If π = 1 there is nothing to prove since we can move the orbit of x around in the free part of the action. If π = 1, then the orbit of x either lies in disjoint branches of the tree, or may be isotoped into a π -fixed 2-sphere in one of the vertices. This shows that (X, π) is a tree manifold.
(1.E) Isotropy and fixed 2-spheres
We will now discuss the isotropy subgroups and the existence of invariant 2spheres for the tree manifolds. A π -isotropy 2-sphere is a two-dimensional component of X (π ) . Suppose first that T 0 is a homologically trivial tree with root CP 2 (a, b), and let X = X(T 0 ). We may describe the rotation numbers at the other vertices algebraically by considering the three possible choices p 1 , p 2 , p 3 for attaching edges. With the conventions above, the possible new weights are w 1 = (a, −b), w 2 = (−a, a − b) and w 3 = (−b, b − a). We can define the matrices
with the property that w 1 = Kw, w 2 = Lw and w 3 = Rw, where w = (a, b) and we perform the matrix multiplication with the weights as column vectors. The following result is clear.
be the subgroup generated by the matrices K , L and R. If T 0 is a homologically trivial tree with root weights w = (a, b), then the weights at the other vertices are of the form γ · w mod m for some γ ∈ Γ.
In principle, we could now determine all the possible isotropy subgroups in X(T 0 ) from this recipe. Notice the relations
where f k denotes the k th Fibonacci number starting with f 0 = 0 and f 1 = 1.
Here is one simple observation.
There is a homologically trivial tree T 0 such that X(T 0 ) contains a π -isotropy 2-sphere for every subgroup π of π .
Proof Starting with the weights (1, 0) and applying L k for 1 ≤ k ≤ m we will obtain the weights w i = (1, −m i ) for each divisor m i of m. Since the linear action CP 2 (1, −m i ; m) has a π i -isotropy 2-sphere (where |π i | = m i ) we are done.
Remark 1.10 This result is of course very inefficient. We would like to prescribe a collection of subgroups {π 1 , . . . , π r } and find the minimal integer n ≥ 0 such that there exists a homologically trivial action on # n 1 CP 2 with a πisotropy 2-sphere exactly when π = π i for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r .
For the general case, we can analyse the isotropy groups and invariant 2-spheres by considering the complement T\T 0 as a disjoint union of weighted trees. The same process applies to each branch with respect to the stabilizer subgroup π of the branch. To the operation of the matrices K , L, and R above we add the operation of reduction mod m as we enter the branch. Lemma 1.11 Let X(T) be a tree manifold. Then the weights at the root vertex determine the weights at all the vertices.
(1.F) Permutation modules
Let X = X(T) be a tree manifold and consider the action of π by permutations on the homology group
We will assume that X is an action on # n 1 CP 2 for some n > 0 (thus eliminating a type II tree with only the root vertex). The set S is the set of stabilizer subgroups for elements in the standard basis {e 1 , . . . , e n } of H 2 (X; Z). We observe that if {1} ∈ S , then Z[π] is obtained by equivariant connected sum along a free orbit of points. At the other extreme, π ∈ S if and only if the homologically trivial part T 0 ⊂ T is non-empty (i.e. T has type I). The subgroup π α = π contributes a summand Z k to H 2 (X; Z), where the Euler characteristic χ(Fix(X, π)) = k +2. This means that in the equivariant connected sum X(T 0 ) there are exactly k vertices.
Lemma 1.12
The proper, non-trivial, subgroups in the set S are exactly the set of subgroups {π ⊂ π} for which (i) Fix(X, π ) contains a 2-sphere at a vertex v j , and (ii) there is an edge e ∈ T with ∂ 0 e = v i and ∂ 1 e = v j such that m i > m j = |π |.
Proof Suppose that 1 = π ∈ S . Then there exists a vertex v j with stabilizer π = π j of order m j . The conditions follow easily.
We will be interested in the maximal elements of the set S under the partial ordering by inclusion on subgroups. Recall that disjoint subgroups are those which intersect only at the identity element. Lemma 1.13 Let X = X(T) be a tree manifold diffeomorphic to # n 1 CP 2 for some n > 0. Then the set S of stabilizer subgroups for the permutation modules in H 2 (X; Z) has the unique maximal element {π} if T has type I, and otherwise S has at most two maximal elements, and these are disjoint.
Proof Of course if T has type I, then the root vertex is π -fixed and the homologically trivial part T 0 is non-empty, so we get copies of Z in the permutation module. If T has type II, then there are no π -fixed vertices except the root vertex, but this vertex is of the form S 4 (a, b; m) so its invariant 2-spheres are homologically zero. However, the equivariant connected sum must be performed at a π -orbit of connecting points, either in the free part of the action or in one of the (at most) two singular 2-spheres. The isotropy groups of these singular 2-spheres in S 4 are the maximal elements in S , which are necessarily disjoint subgroups of π .
Remark 1.14 Since the linear actions CP 2 (a, b) have at most three non-trivial proper isotropy groups, the realizable sets S of stabilizer subgroups have an additional property for type I tree manifolds with the root vertex as the unique π -fixed vertex: S contains at most three maximal proper subgroups, π 1 , π 2 and π 3 , and π i ∩ π j = {1} for i = j .
We now have two stability results for realizing permutation modules by tree manifolds.
Theorem 1.15 Let S denote a set of subgroups with π ∈ S . There exists an integer N = N (S) ≤ m, such that any permutation module
with multiplicity k 0 > N for the trivial representation Z = Z[π/π] is realizable by a tree manifold X(T).
Proof We start with any homologically trivial action that contains an isotropy 2-sphere for each π α ∈ S . This can be achieved by taking enough vertices in T 0 , as shown above. We then use these π α -isotropy two spheres as the attaching spheres for k α branches of the form π × πα CP 2 .
For type II trees we assume stability at both maximal elements of the set of stabilizer subgroups. Theorem 1.16 Let S denote a set of subgroups with at most two maximal elements {π 1 , π 2 } ∈ S . If S has two maximal elements, suppose that they are disjoint. Then there exists an integer N = N (S) ≤ m such that any permutation module {Z[π/π α ] kα : π α ∈ S} with multiplicities k i > N , for i = 1, 2, is realizable by a type II tree manifold X(T).
Proof In the type II case we must attach a π i -homologically trivial branch to each of the π i -isotropy 2-spheres in the root S 4 . If we take sufficiently many vertices in these branches we can obtain isotropy 2-spheres for all the remaining subgroups of S . This is because each π α ∈ S is contained in one of the maximal elements π 1 or π 2 . Then we attach orbits of the form π i × πα CP 2 in the π i -branch. This realizes the module Z[π i /π α ] in the homology of the branch, but the π -equivariance gives us the module Ind π π i (Z[π i /π α ]) = Ind π π i (Ind π i πα (Z)) = Ind π πα (Z) = Z[π/π α ] in the homology of X . Remark 1.17 The method of proof shows that any N ≥ m works. More precisely, we could take N = max{|π α | : π α ∈ S}. These estimates are probably far from "best possible".
for any equivariant connected sum of linear actions. In this case S contains the three maximal elements
] is realizable, starting from the root CP 2 (10, 3; 105).
Equivariant moduli spaces
In [11] the theory of Yang-Mills moduli spaces ( [3] , [5] ) was adapted to the equivariant setting. We give an informal sketch of the main features and refer to these sources for details. Let P → X be a principal SU (2)-bundle over a smooth, closed, oriented, simply-connected 4-manifold X . Let A(P ) denote the space of SU (2) connections on P , and B(P ) = A(P )/G(P ) the quotient space of connections by the action of the gauge group G(P ). If we fix a Riemannian metric on X , we can decompose the space of Lie algebra valued forms Ω 2 (X; ad P ) = Ω + (X; ad P ) ⊕ Ω − (X; ad P ) into eigenspaces of the * -operator. The curvature operator
is gauge invariant and decomposes as F = F + ⊕F − . We can define the self-dual Yang-Mills moduli space
Now suppose that we have a smooth, orientation-preserving action (X, π). We fix a real analytic structure on X compatible with its smooth structure and the given π -action, and a real analytic π -invariant metric on X (see [13] ). Since action of π on X preserves the orientation, and the bundle P is classified by c 2 (P ) ∈ H 4 (X; Z), for each element g ∈ π , we can find a (generalized) bundle map ϕ g : P → P such that the diagram
π} denote the group of generalized gauge transformations. Since the indeterminacy in the choice of ϕ g is an element of G , we have a short exact sequence
of groups, and a well-defined π -action on B . The gauge-invariance of the curvature operator implies that the map F is also π -equivariant, and hence we obtain a natural π -action (M, π) on the Yang-Mills moduli space.
Without further modifications, the moduli space could be a very singular object.
The index δ A of its fundamental elliptic complex
is called the formal dimension of the moduli space at [A] ∈ M, but it need not be its geometric dimension. The operator d A is the covariant derivative associated to the connection A, and the operator d − A is the linearization of the curvature.
The homology groups H i A , 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, of the fundamental elliptic complex are finite dimensional real vector spaces, whose dimensions h i (A) = dim H i A appear in the formula
By the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem, the formal dimension has a purely topo-
In particular, it is independent of the choice of base point [A] . A necessary condition for P to admit any self-dual connections is c 2 (P ) ≤ 0, and we will only use the case c 2 = −1 and b − 2 = 0 in this paper. In the equivariant setting, the elliptic complex inherits an action of the stabilizer G A (π) ≤ G of the connection under the generalized gauge group action. The stabilizer sits in an exact sequence
Here Γ A is the stabilizer of A in G , and there are just two possibilities:
The latter holds when the structural group SU (2) of P reduces to S 1 , or equivalently, when the associated complex vector bundle E → X splits as E = L ⊕ L −1 for some complex line bundle over X .
The Kuranishi method gives finite dimensional "local charts"
(2.A) Equivariant general position
In [11] , an equivariant perturbation of the Yang-Mills equations was constructed (based on the method of Bierstone [1] ) to obtain an equivariant general position moduli space of self-dual connections (M, π)). After perturbation, the equivariant moduli space is locally described by finite dimensional charts φ A :
as above, which are in Bierstone general position with respect to the π A action (if A is irreducible) or the S 1 × π A action (if A is reducible). If H 2 A = 0 after the perturbation, then the moduli space is equivariantly transverse at [A]. We obtain the following good properties:
(i) (M, π) is an equivariantly Whitney stratified space [14] with an effective π -action and open smooth manifold strata M * (π ) = {x ∈ M * | π x = π ⊆ π}, where M * ⊆ M is the subset of irreducible connections (up to gauge equivalence).
(ii) For π ⊆ π each component of the fixed point set Fix(M * , π ) is the moduli space of π -invariant connections on P with respect to a π -SU (2) bundle structure on P (compare [9] , [8] ).
(iii) The strata have topologically locally trivial equivariant cone bundle neighbourhoods in (M, π).
(iv) (M, π) has an equivariant compactification (M, π). When c 2 (P ) = −1, and X has positive definite intersection form,
where the ideal boundary ∂ M = τ (X × 0) is the Taubes embedding of X as the set of ideal "highly-concentrated" connections. Under this embedding, the boundary of M has a smooth equivariant collar neighbourhood, which is π -equivariantly diffeomorphic to X × [0, λ 0 ) with the product action (0 < λ 0 1).
(v) The dimensions of the strata M (π ) can be computed as the index of the π -fixed set of the fundamental elliptic complex. A stratum M (π ) is non-empty whenver its formal dimension is positive. In particular, when c 2 (P ) = −1, the free stratum M * (e) is a smooth, non-compact 5dimensional manifold. We may assume that the free stratum is connected. From now on we assume that X is a closed, smooth, simply-connected 4manifold with positive definite intersection form. In other words, we assume that X # n 1 CP 2 for some n > 0. We also restrict attention to the equivariant moduli space (M, π) for c 2 = −1, and let π = C m for m odd. Under these assumptions, the moduli space has a number of additional properties. Most of these properties were established in [12] for the special case when the induced π -action on homology is trivial. We will adapt the statements to remove this assumption, and indicate where the proofs need to be generalized.
(2.B) Reducible connections
For X # n 1 CP 2 we fix a standard basis {e 1 , . . . , e n } for H 2 (X; Z) so that Q X (e i , e j ) = δ ij . Proof The reducible connections correspond to splittings E = L ⊕ L −1 , for some complex line bundle L → X . Such splitting exist if and only if c 2 (E) = −x 2 for some x ∈ H 2 (X; Z), since any such class determines a line bundle L with c 1 (L) = x. Since the only solutions for the equation x 2 = 1 (up to ±1) come from the Poincaré dualsê i of the basis elements e i , we have a bijection between the two sets. However, we have a π -action on the set of reducibles and on the homology classes, and we must check that the actions correspond. Let π i denote the stabilizer of e i under the π -action on homology. Then, by the same proof as [12, Corollary 1], there exists a π i -equivariant S 1 bundle L i → X such that c 1 (L i ) =ê i . Since an S 1 -bundle has a unique self-dual connection [D i ], up to gauge equivalence, we see that [D i ] is π i -invariant. This shows that [g * D i ] = [D j ] if and only if c 1 (g * L i ) = L j , which holds if and only if g * (e i ) = e j . Therefore the actions agree.
The most striking feature of this c 2 = −1 equivariant moduli space is the existence of equivariantly transversal local charts at each of the reducible connections. Here we generalize [12, Theorem 15] .
) is π D -equivariantly homeomorphic to the cone over some linear action of π D on CP 2 . Away from the cone point, these two stratified spaces are equivariantly diffeomorphic.
Proof The proof of this result in the homologically trivial case in [12, Section 4] is fairly complicated, but the changes needed to allow a non-trivial action on homology are minimal. The point is that the set of reducibles is finite, so that a π -invariant neighbourhood of a reducible [D] has the form U = π × π D N for some π D -invariant neighbourhood N of [D] . We may assume that N ∩g(N ) = ∅ if g / ∈ π D , so the quotient group π/π D permutes a set of disjoint copies of N freely and transitively. The perturbations needed to achieve π D -equivariant transversality in a neighbourhood of [D] (exactly as carried out in [12, Section 4] ) can be extended π -equivariantly to achieve transversality at each reducible in the π -orbit of [D]. Since the set of reducibles is a disjoint union of π -orbits, and the perturbations are local, we can achieve transversality at each orbit separately.
Remark 2. 5 We have shown that H 2 D = 0 for each reducible connection [D]. The local cone N D is just the quotient of H 1 D = C(χ 1 ) ⊕ C(χ 2 ) ⊕ C(χ 3 ) by the stabilizer Γ D = S 1 acting diagonally as complex multiplication. The weights χ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 are linear characters of π D , and the subspaces C(χ i ) are just the fixed sets Fix(H 1 D , π D (χ i )), where π D (χ i ) := {(g, χ i (g −1 ) | g ∈ π D } ⊂ π D × S 1 . We call the boundary (D) := ∂ N D the link of the reducible connection.
(2.C) Orientation
The Yang-Mills moduli space inherits an orientation from that of X (see [4] , [5, Section 5.4] ). Donaldson shows that the real determinant line bundle Λ(P ) associated to the elliptic complex Ω * − (ad P ) : 0 → Ω 0 (ad P ) → Ω 1 (ad P ) → Ω − (ad P ) → 0 has a canonical trivialization over B which induces the given orientation on X times the inward pointing normal, where X is embedded as the Taubes boundary in M. We call this the canonical orientation of M.
Lemma 2.6 (see [12, Lemma 8] ) Let π = C m for m odd, and for any subgroup π of π let C ⊂ M * (π ) be a connected component. Then the canonical orientation on M induces a preferred orientation on the smooth manifold C .
Proof If [A] ∈ C , we can split the elliptic complex Ω * − (ad P ) = Ω * − (ad P ) π ⊕ Ω * − (ad P ) π ⊥ into a fixed subcomplex and a perpendicular complex. It follows that the line bundle Λ(P ) = Λ t(C) ⊗ Λ n(C) , where Λ t(C) is the determinant line bundle of Ω * − (ad P ) π and Λ n(C) is for the complementary part of Ω * − (ad P ). Since π is odd order cyclic, the action of π on Ω * − (ad P ) π ⊥ induces a complex structure, and hence a preferred orientation on Λ n(C) . Then the canonical orientation on M induces an orientation on Λ t(C) as well. However, the moduli space is locally modelled on a the zero set of a smooth map f : H 1 A → H 2 A in Bierstone general position. Furthermore, the fixed set (Coker df 0 ) π = 0 and Ker df 0 (which is fixed under π ) is the tangent space to the manifold stratum C at [A]. Therefore C has a preferred orientation.
We may apply this to the free stratum, and consider the copies of CP 2 which bound π D -invariant neighbourhoods N D of each of the reducible connections [D] ∈ M. Note that we have an S 1 determinant line bundle L π over Fix(M, π ) equal to the top exterior power with respect to the complex structure on Ω * − (ad P ) π ⊥ . Proof This amounts to the statement that the preferred complex line bundle L π D , restricted to the link of each reducible fixed by π D , is just the Hopf bundle over CP 2 . Proof The argument is given in the proof of [12, Theorem C, page 729], based on the orientability of the π D -fixed strata in the moduli space (see Lemma 2.6).
For part (i), suppose that there exists a such a closed path γ in Fix(M, π D ), intersecting the cone N D in two distinct one-dimensional strata with isotropy groups π D (χ i ), π D (χ j ) respectively, in the π D × S 1 action of the local model. But the S 1 determinant line bundle L π D restricted to these two strata is positively oriented on each stratum by the complex structure. However the S 1 determinant line bundle extends over Fix(M, π D ), and so over γ giving a contradiction. This shows that such a loop γ can't exist.
For part (ii) we use the orientation-preserving action of g ∈ π to identify the S 1 determinant line bundles L π D and L π D at the distinct reducibles [D] and [D ] . Now the assumption that the S 1 determinant line bundle extends over the path γ again gives a contradiction.
The existence of topologically locally trivial cone bundle neighbourhoods for the strata in M allows the possibility of transporting rotation number information from X to the links of the reducible connections. If x ∈ X lies in Fix(X, π ) then (T x X, π ) splits into a trivial π -representation tangent to the fixed set, and a complementary normal isotropy representation V x . If x ∈ Fix(X, π ) is an isolated fixed point, then V x is just the isotropy representation (T x X, π ) whose eigenvalues are the rotation numbers (mod |π |) at x. Let M λ 0 = M * ∩ τ (X × [0, λ 0 )) denote the intersection of the Taubes collar with the subspace of irreducible connections. We will study the strata containing a singular set of the form F × (0, λ 0 ) ⊂ M λ 0 , where F ⊂ Sing(X, π).
Lemma 2.9 [11, Corollary 3.2] Let F ⊂ X (π ) be a connected component with normal isotropy representation V x ⊂ T x X at x ∈ F . Then there exists a smooth manifold stratum C ⊂ M * (π ) , such that C ∩ M λ 0 = F × (0, λ 0 ). In addition, the cone bundle neighbourhood for C is a π -equivariant disk bundle with normal isotropy representation V x .
It follows that such a stratum carries a preferred orientation for its normal disk bundle in M * . This can sometimes be used to determine its closure. Lemma 2.10 Suppose that π = π and that x is an isolated fixed point in Fix(X, π ). Then the closure of the connected 1-dimensional stratum C in M * (π ) containing {x} × (0, λ 0 ) either ends at another isolated fixed point y = x in Fix(X, π ), or ends at a reducible connection.
Proof Under the given assumptions, C is a smooth non-compact 1-dimensional manifold with one limiting endpoint at x. If its other limiting endpoint y ∈ X lies in the Taubes boundary, then y must clearly be isolated and distinct from x. Suppose that [A] ∈ M * is the other limiting endpoint in C . Then, by general position, [A] must have a larger isotropy subgroup π A = π . Therefore the full orbit of C under the π A action must also have [A] as a limiting endpoint, and for any g ∈ π A , g / ∈ π , the union C ∪ g·C gives a continuous path from x to gx = x. However, by transporting the preferred orientation for T x X along this path, we conclude that the rotation numbers at gx ∈ X are (a, −b), opposite to those at x. This is a contradiction, since the π -action on X is orientationpreserving, so we have eliminated the possibility that C has a limiting endpoint in M * . But C is a smooth 1-manifold, so it has two ends, and C must have another limit point in M . It follows that C contains a reducible connection Corollary 2.11 [11, Corollary 3.3] Suppose that x is an isolated fixed point in Fix(X, π ) with rotation numbers (a, b). If the cancelling pair (a, −b) of rotation numbers does not occur in (X, π), then the closure of the connected 1-dimensional stratum C in M * (π ) containing {x} × (0, λ 0 ) ends at a reducible connection.
Proof If π = π the smooth 1-manifold C can't have a limiting endpoint in M * , by general position, so it must give a smooth path to a reducible connection. For the case π = π , if the closure of C doesn't contain a reducible, then Lemma 2.10, asserts that C gives a smooth path from x ∈ X to another isolated π -fixed point y ∈ X . But then Lemma 2.9 shows that the rotation numbers at y are (a, −b), which is a contradiction. Remark 2.12 A smooth path γ : [0, 1] → M emerging from an isolated πfixed point on X , and ending at a reducible, is unique (up to re-parametrization) since for 0 < t < 1, the path γ(t) is contained in a 1-dimensional smooth manifold component of the stratum M * (π ) . We point out another situation where such a path must exist. Recall that R denotes the set of reducible connections.
Corollary 2.13 [12, Lemma 17] If Fix(R, π ) = ∅, for some π = 1 and x ∈ X is an isolated π -fixed point, then the closure of the 1-dimensional stratum in M * (π ) containing {x} × (0, λ 0 ) ends at a reducible connection.
Proof
We remark that is possible for all the reducible connections to have have trivial stabilizer. For example, we may start with S 4 (a, b) and form the equivariant connected sum with copies of CP 2 along a free orbit. Then there exists a fixed arc in M * whose endpoints are two isolated fixed points on X .
Suppose, if possible, that there exists a π -fixed smooth path γ joining two isolated π -fixed points x 1 , x 2 in X . Then the rotation numbers at x 1 and x 2 form a cancelling pair (a, b) and (a, −b). By Lemma 2.9, there is a neighbourhood of γ in M which is cut out π -equivariantly transversely. We may now pick a non-trivial subgroup C p ⊂ π and perturb the equations defining the moduli space into C p -general position. The perturbation can be chosen to be the identity on this neighbourhood, so the arc γ does not change. Since Fix(R, π ) = ∅, we have a non-zero trace for the C p -action on H 2 (X; Z) and therefore χ(Fix(X, C p )) ≥ 3. It follows that there exists x 3 ∈ Fix(X, C p ) with x 3 = x 1 , x 2 . Now the argument proceeds exactly as in [12, page 727 ].
(2.D) Fixed sets in the closure of the free stratum
For our applications to group actions on # n 1 CP 2 we only need to study the closure M * (e) of the free stratum of the moduli space. By general position (see Section (2.A)), and the good cone structure at the reducibles (Theorem 2.4) the closures of any singular strata of dimension ≥ 5 are disjoint from the closure of the free stratum. This means that M * (e) is the union of the free stratum with (i) the reducibles and (ii) some singular strata of dimension one or three. We are interested in knowing more about the closures of the singular strata inside M * (e) .
Lemma 2.14 [12, Lemma 12] Let C ⊆ M * (π ) be a non-compact, connected component with π = 1. If C is non-empty, then dim C < 5. If dim C = 3, then the closure C ⊂ M must intersect the Taubes boundary ∂ M = X ×{0} ⊂ M .
Proof For dim C ≥ 5, the proof given in [12, Lemma 12] applies without change: assuming C is non-empty leads to a contradiction. If dim C = 3 and π = π we assume, if possible, that the closure C is formed by adjoining some one-dimensional strata in M * (with larger isotropy), together with some πfixed reducible connections. Now we remove the intersection of C with the interiors of the cones N D around each of these reducibles. We then obtain a compact π -fixed set (C, ∂ C) in M * , bounding a collection F of 2-dimensional π -fixed sets in the links. Suppose now that we also have (i) another fixed set (C , ∂ C ) in M \ R bounding another collection F of 2-dimensional π -fixed sets in the Taubes boundary X , and (ii) the intersection C ∩ C contains a singular stratum with larger isotropy group π = π .
In that case, following the outline of the argument given in [12] , the next step is to pick a subgroup C p ⊆ π , for some prime p, and perturb into C p -general position. The difficulty is that the union C ∪ C could now be perturbed into a smooth C p -fixed cobordism between the two collections of 2-spheres, which is allowable.
However, if this "bad" case occurs, the existence of such a stratum C would imply that the sum of the two-dimensional homology classes in F would map to zero under the Taubes map τ * :
is just the Poincaré duality map [5, 5.3.3] , so τ * (µ([F ])) = 0 implies that [F ] = 0 ∈ H 2 (X; Z). An easy modification of [12, Corollary 4] shows that, whenever Fix(H 2 (X; Z/p), C p ) = 0, then the 2-dimensional components of Fix(X, C p ) represent linearly independent elements of H 2 (X; Z/p). It follows that τ * ([F ]) = 0 in H 2 (M * ; Z), and hence no such stratum C bounding F exists.
Therefore, after the perturbation into C p -general position, the perturbed bounding set C will be a smooth C p -fixed null-bordism for F in M * , disjoint from the Taubes boundary. The existence of such a null-bordism is now ruled out by the µ-map argument exactly as given in [12, Lemma 12] .
The following useful statements were proved in the argument just given. (ii) If Fix(R, π ) = ∅, then no non-empty collection F of 2-dimensional πfixed sets in X , with [F ] = 0, bounds a compact fixed set in M * .
(iii) If there exists a π -fixed 2-sphere in X , representing a non-zero homology class, then Fix(R, π ) = ∅.
Remark 2.16
The case X = S 4 (1, 0) shows that the first assumption in part (ii) is necessary. In general, if Fix(R, π ) = ∅ then the trace of the action of a generator of π on H 2 (X; Z) is zero, and so χ(Fix(X, π ) = 2. It follows that Fix(X, π ) consists of two isolated points, or a single null-homologous 2-sphere, which must bound a compact fixed set in M * . We will see in the next section that the assumption [F ] = 0 in part (ii) is not actually necessary.
Definition 2.17 Let [D] be a π -fixed reducible connection, with π = 1. A π -incident stratum at [D] is a connected component C of M * (π ) such that [D] ∈ C . The stabilizer π C of C is the subgroup of π leaving the stratum invariant.
A π -incident stratum intersected with the cone N D of the π -linear action at a reducible [D] is a connected component of (N D \ [D]) (π ) . Since its closure has [D] as a limit point, π ⊆ π D ⊆ π C . Remark 2.18 There are at most three proper π -incident strata at a reducible connection since ( (D), π D ) is a linear action on CP 2 . Their closures consist of either (i) three 1-dimensional π -fixed strata intersecting (D) in three isolated π -fixed points, or (ii) a 1-dimensional and a 3-dimensional π -fixed stratum intersecting (D) in an isolated π -fixed point and a π -fixed 2-sphere, respectively. It follows that the Euler characteristic χ(Fix( (D), π )) = 3 for each reducible [D] ∈ R, and each π ⊆ π D . Proposition 2.19 Let C be a π -incident stratum with stabilizer π C . Then there exists a π C -invariant neighbourhood ν(C ) of C ∩ M * , such that g(ν(C )) ∩ ν(C ) = ∅ for all g ∈ π , g / ∈ π C . In addition, the disjoint union π × π C ν(C ) is a smooth π -invariant submanifold of M * on which the moduli space is equivariantly transverse. The closure C is one of the following types:
(i) C ∩ ∂ M = ∅, dim C = 1, and C has exactly two reducible limit points, (ii) C ∩ ∂ M = ∅, dim C = 1 or 3, and C contains a unique reducible limit point, or
(iii) C ∩ ∂ M = ∅, dim C = 3 and C has more than one reducible limit point.
Proof We begin with the classification of incident strata into types. First we consider case (i) when C ∩ ∂ M = ∅ and dim C = 1. If π = π D = π , then such a 1-dimensional smooth stratum has no interior limiting endpoint in M * by general position. In that case, its other limiting endpoint must be another reducible [D j ] (distinct from its initial limit reducible [D i ] by Corollary 2.8).
If π = π D = π , and if C has an interior limiting endpoint [A] ∈ M * , then π π A and the orbit π A × π D C is a π A -invariant collection of 1-dimensional strata which are incident with the orbit π × π D [D] and have [A] as a common limit point. However, this possibility is eliminated by Corollary 2.8(ii). It follows that our incident 1-dimensional stratum C has no interior limiting endpoint in M * . Since we also assumed that its closure didn't meet ∂ M , the only remaining possibility is that its other limiting endpoint must be a reducible [D j ] = [D i ]. That completes case (i).
Next we note that the possibility C ∩ ∂ M = ∅ and dim C = 3 is ruled out by Lemma 2.14. In the remaining cases (ii) and (iii) we suppose that C ∩ ∂ M = ∅. When C has a unique reducible limit point, both dim C = 1 and dim C = 3 both occur in the linear models. On the other hand, if C has more than one reducible limit point, and some other limit point in X , then it can't be 1-dimensional, since a 1-manifold has at most two ends. It follows in case (iii) that dim C = 3.
Now that we have the classification of incident strata into types, we can observe that in each case C is incident with a part of the moduli space (either N D or M λ 0 ) where the M * is cut out equivariantly transversely. But then Lemma 2.9 implies the existence of a π C -invariant neighbourhood ν(C ) with the required properties.
Corollary 2.20 The closures of distinct π -incident strata can intersect only at reducibles.
Proof For each limit reducible [D], the group π D operates freely, away from the "zero section" C , within each of the π D -invariant neighbourhoods ν(C ) ⊂ M * . It follows that C is the unique π -fixed stratum in ν(C ).
The structure of the singular set
The main result of this section is Corollary 3.9, showing that there is a nice subset of Fix(M, π ) containing Fix(R, π ) and Fix(X, π ) which is path connected for each π ⊆ π . From this we can deduce the proof of Theorem B and prepare for the proof of Theorem A in the next section.
(3.A) Connecting the fixed-point sets
In the last section we studied the individual π -incident strata at the reducible connections. Let C(π ) denote the union of the π -incident strata at all [D] ∈ Fix(R, π ), assuming that Fix(R, π ) = ∅. Notice that the π -action permuting the reducibles induces a π -action on C(π ) which permutes the type (i) strata. Each type (ii) or (iii) stratum C has a stabilizer subgroup π C containing π .
For π = 1, we now consider the following union of π -fixed sets:
F(π ) := Fix(R, π ) ∪ Fix(X, π ) ∪ {C (π ) | π ⊆ π } lying in the compactified moduli space (M, π). By Corollary 2.20 this is a disjoint union except for inclusion of strata, and possible common limit points among the π -fixed reducibles. The main result of this section is that F(π ) is connected.
Remark 3.1 If Fix(R, π ) = ∅, then we define F(π ) as the connected component of Fix(M * , π ) containing Fix(X, π ). This exists since Fix(X, π ) consists either of two isolated points or a null-homologous 2-sphere, and either case these bound in M * .
If we remove from F(π ) the open cones around each of the reducibles in Fix(R, π ), we obtain a disjoint union of smooth π -fixed cobordisms between the singular sets in the links { (D) | [D] ∈ Fix(R, π )} and the singular set Fix(X, π ) (see Proposition 2.19) . Note that all the components of Fix(X, π ) are connected to the reducibles by π -incident strata (Corollary 2.13 and Proposition 2.15). We wish to compare the total Euler characteristic of the stratum cobordisms at the two ends.
Let χ(Fix(X, π )) = r + 2, where r is the number of π -fixed reducibles, and let denote the number of homologically zero 2-sphere components in Fix(X, π ). We will assign weight χ(C) = 2 to each type (i) stratum, and weight χ(C) = 2(k − 1) to each type (iii) stratum with k reducible limit points. The type (ii) strata have weight zero. The quantity
is the total Euler characteristic used up in joining various reducibles by closures of π -incident strata. Next we let τ (C) = 2(t − 1), where t denotes the number of 2-sphere boundary components in Fix(X, π ) in a type (ii) or type (iii) stratum C (otherwise let τ (C) = 0), and define the excess
We have the basic relation 3r − χ + τ + 2 = r + 2 by comparing Euler characteristics, but there is actually enough information to compute these quantities:
Lemma 3.2 Let 1 = π ⊆ π . If Fix(R, π ) = ∅, then the weight χ = 2(r − 1) and the excess τ = 0. In addition, there are no homologically trivial 2-sphere components in Fix(X, π ).
Proof Each linear action on CP 2 contributes Euler characteristic 3 to the π -incident strata, so we have an "excess" of 3r − χ which must equal the contribution from Fix(X, π ). We can divide the r reducibles in Fix(R, π ) into s disjoint subsets by defining two reducibles to be equivalent if they are both limit points of the same stratum C . Suppose there are k i reducibles in the i th subset, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and k i = r . Each subset accounts for 2(k i − 1) units in χ. Then the equation Proof Suppose if possible that there are no π -incident strata of type (iii). Then the set F(π ) contains r reducibles connected in pairs by (r − 1) type (i) strata. But π acts on F(π ) by permuting the reducibles, and since π has odd order, there would exist a π -fixed reducible, contrary to our assumption. Now if C is a π -incident stratum of type (iii), it must intersect X in a π -fixed 2-sphere F . If π C = π , then the orbit π × π C C would contribute 2|π/π C | to the Euler characteristic of Fix(X, π C ), contrary to our calculation of χ. Therefore π C = π and F is π -invariant.
Since Fix(R, π) = ∅, the fixed set Fix(X, π) consists of two isolated points x 0 , x 1 ∈ F . Now suppose that there is another 2-sphere component F in Fix(X, π ). By Proposition 2.15 it is contained in a π -incident type (ii) or (iii) stratum C . We conclude by counting as above, that π C = π , and it follows that F ∩ F = {x 0 , x 1 }. But this contradicts the effectiveness of the π -action at x 0 (by consideration of the tangential isotropy representation T x 0 X ).
Corollary 3.4
If Fix(R, π) = ∅, there are at most two maximal, proper subgroups π 1 , π 2 , such that Fix(R, π i ) = ∅. If two such subgroups exist, then π 1 ∩ π 2 = {1}.
Proof Suppose that π 1 and π 2 are maximal proper subgroups with the given property. By the last result, they each have a fixed 2-sphere F 1 , F 2 respectively, and F 1 ∩ F 2 gives just the two isolated points {x 0 , x 1 } in Fix(X, π). In order to have an effective action at x 0 , we must have π 1 ∩ π 2 = {1} and no other such subgroup can exist in the linear model for (R 4 , C m ).
For a type (iii) stratum C , suppose that R(C) = {[D 1 ], . . . , [D k ]} is the set of its reducible limit points. The stabilizer group π C of C acts by permuting the reducibles in R(C). We identify the following sub-types:
Lemma 3.5 Suppose that 1 = π ⊂ π . For each π -incident type (iii) stratum, the set R(C) of reducible limit points, under the permutation action of the stratum stabilizer group, is either (iii-a) fixed by π C , so π D = π C for all [D] ∈ R(C), and π = π C , or (iii-b) a disjoint union of free π C /π -orbits, with π = π D for all [D] ∈ R(C), and π π C , or (iii-c) a disjoint union of free π C /π -orbits, together with some π C -fixed points [D] , and π π D = π C .
Proof Each π -incident type (iii) stratum C has a 2-sphere boundary component in Fix(X, π ) on which the stabilizer subgroup π C either acts trivially,or semi-freely with two isolated π C -fixed points. In the first case, π C also acts trivially on the stratum C and fixes all the reducibles in R(C). In the second case, π π C , and the two isolated π C -fixed points either lie in Fix(X, π) and bound a 1-dimensional π -fixed set in M * , or lie in distinct 1-dimensional type (ii) strata (for π C ) which both have π C -fixed limit reducibles [D] . In that case, these limit reducibles are among the set of π C -fixed point in R(C). The remaining limit reducibles are permuted freely by π C /π . Corollary 3.6 Suppose that Fix(R, π) = ∅, and Fix(R, π ) = ∅ for some π = 1. Let π ⊇ π be a maximal subgroup such that Fix(R, π ) = ∅. If C 0 is the unique π -incident stratum of type (iii), then π C 0 = π , and the set of limit reducibles R(C 0 ) is a disjoint union of free π/π -orbits. This stratum C 0 will be called the maximal type (iii-b) stratum for π . It is uniquely determined by any subgroup π ⊆ π such that Fix(R, π ) = ∅.
(3.B) The singular set tree
In order to show that the sets F(π ) are connected, we will study the configuration of reducibles and incident strata more abstractly.
Definition 3.7 For each subgroup 1 = π ⊆ π , we will associate a graph Γ(π ) := Γ(V, E) whose vertex set V := Fix(R, π ), provided that Fix(R, π) = ∅. If Fix(R, π) = ∅, we adjoin one more π -fixed vertex v 0 , called the root vertex, which is common to all the graphs Γ(π ), π ⊆ π .
The edge set E is determined by the classification of the π -incident strata in F(π ) into types (see Proposition 2.19) . For a π -incident stratum of type (iii-a) with π ⊆ π = π C , we pick an ordering {[D 1 ], . . . , [D k ]} of the limit reducibles, and extend the ordering π -equivariantly over the orbit π × π C R(C). For a π -incident stratum C of type (iii-c) we pick a π C -fixed reducible [D], called the branch vertex, and extend the choice by π -equivariance over the orbit of C .
Two distinct vertices [D i ], [D j ] are joined by an edge if and only if:
(e-1) there is a π -incident stratum of type (i), with π ⊆ π , and limit reducibles [D i ] and [D j ], or (e-2) there is a π -incident stratum C of type (iii-a), with π ⊆ π = π C , limit reducibles [D i ], [D j ], and j = i + 1 in the chosen ordering of R(C), or (e-3) there is a π -incident stratum C of type (iii-c), with π ⊆ π π C , limit reducibles [D i ], [D j ], such that [D i ] is the branch vertex in C and π D j = π .
If Fix(R, π) = ∅, the root vertex v 0 is joined to a vertex [D] if and only if [D] is a limit reducible in the maximal type (iii-b) stratum C 0 for π .
Recall that a connected graph with no circuits is called a tree. Corollary 3.8 For each subgroup 1 = π ⊆ π , the graph Γ(π ) is a tree.
Proof The graph Γ(π ) contains no closed circuits, by Corollary 2.8, so we must show that Γ(π ) is connected. Let's first consider the case where Fix(R, π) = ∅. We have the basic relation χ = 2(r − 1) where r is the number of πfixed reducibles. In our Euler characteristic count, each edge e ∈ E arising from a type (i) stratum contributes χ(e) = 2, and each type (iii) stratum with k reducible limit points contributes χ(e) = 2(k − 1), so we can interpret the quantity χ as twice the number of edges e ∈ E . In other words, there are exactly (r − 1) edges in Γ(π ). But a tree with k vertices has exactly (k − 1) edges, so if Γ(π ) were disconnected into trees of k i vertices, 1 ≤ k i ≤ , we would get χ = 2(k i − 1) = 2r − 2 ≥ 2(r − 1) . Therefore = 1 and Γ(π ) is connected.
If Fix(R, π) = ∅, but Fix(R, π ) = ∅, let π be a maximal subgroup with this property. Then the k limit reducibles of the maximal π -fixed stratum C 0 of type (iii-b) are permuted in a disjoint union of π/π -orbits. This stratum adds k edges to the graph Γ(π ), instead of (k − 1), and the total number of edges is given by 1 2 (χ + 2) = r since C is incident with a π -fixed 2-sphere in X . It follows by counting as before that Γ(π ) is connected. Corollary 3.9 For each π ⊆ π , the set F(π ) is path connected.
Proof We may assume that Fix(R, π ) = ∅. By construction of the graph Γ(π ), and Corollary 2.20, it is clear that Γ(V, E) is connected if F(π ) is connected. On the other hand, all the components of Fix(X, π ) are connected to the reducibles by π -incident strata. Therefore if Γ(π ) is connected then F(π ) is connected.
The internal structure of the tree Γ(π ) is clarified by considering the stabilizer π F of a subset F(π ). We will use the well-known fact that a finite group of odd order acting on a tree always fixes a vertex. Lemma 3.10 For each set F(π ), 1 = π ⊆ π , there exists [D] ∈ Fix(R, π ) such that π D = π F , and π D is a maximal element in the set of subgroups {π D } for all [D ] ∈ Fix(R, π ). Moreover, F(π D ) = Fix(F(π ), π D ).
Proof We note first that π D ⊆ π F for all [D ] ∈ Fix(R, π ) because F(π ) is connected. On the other hand, the π F -action on the tree Γ(π ) has a fixed vertex [D] ∈ Fix(R, π ), so π F ⊆ π . Therefore π F = π D for this reducible. Since π ⊆ π F = π D , we get the obvious inclusion F(π D ) ⊆ Fix(F(π ), π D ). But if C is a π -incident stratum at a π D -fixed reducible, for π ⊆ π , then either it is 1-dimensional and fixed by π D as well, or it is 3-dimensional and the π D -fixed set of its closure is in F(π D ).
We now want to consider the full singular set of (M, π), or at least those components whose closures intersect either the links of the reducibles or the Taubes collar. We define F(X, π) := {F(π ) | 1 = π ⊆ π} and define the associated graph
The main result is:
The graph Γ(X, π) is a tree and the singular set F(X, π) is connected.
Proof Suppose that [D] and [D ] are reducible connections. If π D ⊆ π D then [D ] ∈ F(π D ) so we can connect them by a path in F(π D ), or equivalently by an edge path in Γ(π D ). If Fix(R, π) = ∅, this shows that any connection [D] can be connected to any π -fixed reducible [D ], and we are done. If Fix(R, π) = ∅ but π D = 1 for some reducible connection [D], then we let C 0 denote the maximal type (iii) stratum for π D . By Lemma 3.5, the stabilizer π = π D for any reducible [D ] ∈ R(C 0 ) is the maximal subgroup containing π D with respect to the property that Fix(R, π ) = ∅. Then [D ] ∈ F(π D ) and [D ] is connected to the root vertex in Γ(π D ). Alternately, [D ] is connected to Fix(X, π) = {x 0 , x 1 } inside C 0 . Therefore Γ(X, π) and F(X, π) are connected, and Γ(X, π) is a tree.
(3.C) The proof of Theorem B
After this preparation we can now show that a smooth pseudo-free action of an odd order cyclic group on X # n 1 CP 2 must be semi-free. This answers a question of A Edmonds [7] , who pointed out that the hypothesis of a smooth action is necessary. Edmonds showed [7, Theorem 5.4 ] that C 25 can act locally linearly and pseudo-freely on X = # n 1 CP 2 , for n = 10, inducing the representation Z[C 5 ] ⊕ Z[C 5 ] on H 2 (X; Z). In particular, by computing traces, we see that this action is not semi-free.
We begin with the following observation. Lemma 3.12 Let (X, π) be a pseudo-free smooth action of π = C m , m odd, on X # n 1 CP 2 . Then there are only type (i) or 1-dimensional type (ii) strata in the moduli space (M * , π).
Proof We have already established in Proposition 2.19 that the π -incident strata come in three types, and those of type (ii) or (iii) intersect Fix(X, π ) in isolated points or 2-spheres. By Proposition 2.15 and Corollary 3.3, any π -fixed 2-sphere in N D for a reducible [D] would imply the existence of a singular 2-sphere in (X, π). Since the given action is pseudo-free, this can't occur.
The usefulness of this observation is shown by the following two remarks. Lemma 3.13 Suppose that C is a π -incident stratum of type (i), with limit reducibles [D] and [D ]. Then π D = π D .
Proof Since C is 1-dimensional, its intersection with N D is fixed by π D , hence its intersection with N D is also fixed by π D . Therefore π D ⊆ π D . Similarly, π D ⊆ π D .
Corollary 3.14 π D = π D for all [D], [D ] ∈ R with non-trivial stabilizer.
We now finish the proof of Theorem B by using again the well-known fact that a finite group of odd order acting on a tree always fixes a vertex. In our case, the group π = C m of odd order acts on the tree Γ(X, π), so there is a vertex [D] ∈ R which is fixed by π . But this means that π ⊆ π D so π D = π for all [D] ∈ R with non-trivial stabilizer. In addition, we could have some free π -orbits of reducibles, but these don't contribute to the singular set.
It follows that every type (ii) stratum is also fixed by π , so the limit points of these strata in X consist entirely of isolated π -fixed points. On the other hand, by Corollary 2.13 any π -singular point in X is a limit point of some type (ii) stratum. Therefore the singular set of (X, π) consists of isolated π -fixed points, and the action is semi-free.
Stratified cobordisms and the proof of Theorem A
In this section we will show that the moduli space contains an equivariant connected sum (X(T), π) of linear actions on CP 2 , and provides an equivariant stratified cobordism between (X(T), π) and our given action (X, π). By construction, the action (X(T), π) will have the same permutation representation on H 2 (X; Z) as the given action. The stratified cobordism will have smooth strata, and equivariant vector bundle neighbourhoods. This will allow us to compare the isotropy groups and rotation numbers in (X, π) with those of (X(T), π).
We begin by describing how to realize edges in Γ(X, π) by thickened paths in M * . Recall that the tree Γ(X, π) may have some edges arising from type (iii) incident strata, listed as cases (e-2) and (e-3) in Definition 3.7. If C is a πincident stratum of type (iii-c) with π π C , then there exists a branch vertex [D] ∈ R(C) and each of the limit reducibles appearing in free π C /π -orbits are joined by an edge to the branch vertex. We realize this geometrically by choosing a smooth embedded path γ in C from [D] to some other reducible [D ] ∈ R(C) (π ) . The interior of this path will be chosen to lie in M * (π ) , with the property that g ·γ is disjoint from γ (except at [D]) for all 1 = g ∈ π C . Now let ν 1 (C) denote the union of small tubular neighbourhoods in M * . around the paths {g · γ | g ∈ π C }. We extend by equivariance to the orbit π × π C ν 1 (C).
For a type (iii-a) π -incident stratum C with π = π C we have chosen an ordering {[D 1 ], . . . , [D k ]} of the limit reducibles. We choose disjoint smooth embedded paths γ i in C , from [D i ] to [D i+1 ], for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, and thicken as before to define ν 1 (C). We again extend by equivariance to the orbit π × π C ν 1 (C).
If Fix(R, π) = ∅ we will also have at most two maximal type (iii-b) strata, associated to subgroups π 1 , π 2 with π 1 ∩ π 2 = {1}, which are maximal with respect to the property Fix(C, π ) = ∅. In this case, we have Fix(X, π) = {x 0 , x 1 }, so we can define ν(x 0 to be a small π -invariant 5-ball in the Taubes collar centered at the fixed point (x 0 , λ 0 /2). The boundary of this 5-ball is a linear action S 0 := S 4 (a, b) having invariant 2-spheres with isotropy π 1 and π 2 . Now if C 0 is a maximal type (iii-b) stratum for π 1 , its limit reducibles are a disjoint union of free π/π 1 -orbits. We choose disjoint smooth paths γ i , πequivariantly, from a disjoint union of free π/π 1 -orbits of points in Fix(S 0 , π 1 ) to the limit reducibles in C 0 . Then we thicken these paths as above, and adjoin ν(x 0 ) to define ν 1 (C 0 ).
Finally, there may exist some free π -orbits of reducibles. If π × [D] is such an orbit, let ν 1 (D) denote the union of a π -invariant collection of disjoint, thickened, smooth paths from {g · [D] : g ∈ π} to a free π -orbit of points in some ∂ N D , if there exists a π -fixed reducible [D ], or in S 0 if Fix(R, π) = ∅. Proof The equivariant moduli space (M, π) has given us an admissible, weighted tree T based on Γ(X, π). The weights are given by the linear actions on CP 2 in the links (D) of the reducible connections, and by construction the permutation action on H 2 (X; Z) is realized by the permutation action on the reducibles, which are all contained in D(X, π). The edges of T are given by the strata C of type (i) together with the paths γ constructed in the definition of the subsets ν 1 (C) for the type (iii) strata.
The proof of Theorem A Let W := W (X, π) denote the complement of the interior of D(X, π) in (M * , π). Then W is a stratifed π -equivariant cobordism between (X, π) and the equivariant connected sum (Y, π). In addition, the tubular neigbourhoods of the singular strata in W are just the intersections W ∩ ν(C) for all type (ii) or (iii) strata in M * , together with a thickened tube from D(x 0 ) in X to S 0 in the case Fix(R, π) = ∅. It follows that the isotropy structure of (Y, π) is the same as that of (X, π). In addition, these tubular neighbourhoods are the total spaces of equivariant vector bundles over the strata in W , so the rotation numbers at singular points in (Y, π) match up with rotation numbers in (X, π).
